Review of
MJC8 Q400 64-bit PRO Edition
Created by Majestic Software

Intro
The Dash8 Q400 is an 82 passenger, 2-pilot, medium-range, high wing, twin engine, turboprop and
commercial operating aircraft produced by Bombardier Aerospace. The Q-series was originally
produced by the de Havilland Canada since the early/mid- 1980’s and was developed from the de
Havilland Canada Dash 7. The first flight was on June 20th 1983 and the Q-series entered full scale
production already in 1984.
The Q400 is powered by two Pratt & Whitney PW150 engines providing 3,781 kW of thrust and each
featuring a six bladed propeller for better noise reduction. Also the Dash 8 in general have some very
distinguishing features on the design as e.g. the large T-tail, the elongated engine nacelles, the pointy
nose section, the landing gear that are fixed to the nacelles and which are backward folding as well as
the high aspect ratio wing design.
The Q400 is still in production and now features an updated cockpit layout where the old steam gauges
has been converted into displays providing the Q400 with the ‘glass cockpit’.
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Produced by
National Origin
First Flight
Introduction
Role
Produced
Built
Developed from
Status

Bombardier Aerospace – originally de Havilland Canada
Canada
June 20th, 1983 (Q-series)
1984 (Q-series)
Turboprop Airliner
1983 - present
1,242+
de Havilland Canada Dash 7
In production











Crew
Capacity
Length
Height
Wingspan
Wing Area
Empty Weight
MTOW
Power Plant

2
82-90 passenger + 3 flight crew + 2 pilots
107 ft 9 in / 32.8 m
27 ft 5 in / 8.4 m
93 ft 3 in / 28.4 m
689 ft2 / 64 m2
32,284 lb / 17,819 kg
67,200 lb / 30,481 kg
Pratt & Whitney PW150







H-Cruise Speed
Range
Service Ceiling
Takeoff Dist >50’
LD Dist >50’

300-360 kts / 556-667 km/h
1,100 nmi / 2,040 km
27,000 ft / 8,229 m
4,675 ft / 1,425 m
4,230 ft / 1,289 m

Purchase, Download and Installation
I got this addon aircraft via a direct download link from Majestic Software. The download went very
fast and with no interruptions or errors what so ever. The connection to the download server was
excellent so even though the download file is around 520Mb + the patch file (small extra file), the
download was completed within a minute or so.
The version that I downloaded was the MJC8-400-PRO-1_020 x 64-inst and the patch file was version
1_020a. The addon tested is for use with the Lockheed Martin platform Prepar3D v4+.
Installing the download file went with ease and the installation wizard was very user friendly and was
able to auto-find the correct installation folders on my system without me having to provide any input.
The entire installation process excluding the patch only took about 20 seconds and that also including
an update for my DirectX.
The patch on the other hand was a manual installation, but included was a very easy to read and
understand ‘how-2-guide’ explaining which specific folders/files to copy and where these files had to
be pasted and to overwrite existing files. The guide was a text document placed next to the files that
had to be copy/pasted.
Patch 1.020a includes several fixes to version 1.020 as the below mentioned:







Replaced the door opening/closing algorithm via FMS
Fixed the FMS deleting the flight plan after a waypoint beginning with NAN is entered
Fixed the sound abnormalities when used with 3rd party camera software
Fixed the problems with propeller feathering via auto feather/feather pumps
Updated the incorrect VOR/ILS detection algorithm, to correctly identify any frequency as
VOR or ILS
Fixed artifact around an artificial horizon in the PFD window

Included in this addon is a huge number of various PDF files containing detailed information about the
aircraft, aircraft procedures, maintenance system, cockpit preparation, checklists, FMC, control panel,
HGSO prep etc. The files are all found in the ‘….Prepar3D/SimObjects/Airplanes/MJC8q400/doc
folder, and I would recommend to read or at least skim most of them to be prepared to fly this aircraft
properly and to get the best flight experience possible. This is an advanced aircraft and it does take a bit
of time learning about this aircraft before being able to fully operate it.

Included are several tools/programs to support this addon as e.g. the Control Panel which is located
within the ‘cpan’ folder in Prepar3D/SimObjects/Airplanes/mjc8q400/cpan. This tool can be used to
customize a variety of settings for this addon as e.g. the Shared Cockpit feature that are only available
in the PRO and Training edition. Flight basic configuration can also be set here where you can select
Mass and Fuel to be displayed as either Kg or Lbs; Atmospheric pressure as either hPa or In; Cockpit
state upon startup as either default, cold and dark, boarding, ready to taxi or ready for takeoff; as well
as Virtual cockpit modes with or without HUD display etc.
The page System refers to Timing source, SYNC and graphics quality and refresh rate. There are also
available options to customize the flight controls, the engine controls together with the complete sound
suite featuring sounds for everything from headphone, switches, gear, doors, roll, ambient wind split on
both left and right side together with of course engine and various other environmental sounds.
Last by not least you can also in the page Weight & Balance customize payload in various sections,
passenger in specified seats and fuel placement and quantity etc. When all is set you can activate the
calculator and send the data to the sim. This tool is absolutely awesome and very user friendly with
great in depth details and realism for the simmer.

Additional tools are e.g. the Systems program found in the ‘syspan’ folder in the same main folder as
the ‘cpan’. The systems program is a feature only found in the PRO and Training edition of this addon
and focuses on the failures that can happened during operation of this aircraft.
Using this program you can customize various failures to occur within the electrical system, the
hydraulic system or even within the avionics. Selecting a page in the program enables you to select a
specific area and apply a fail or overheating or similar that can be transferred into the sim experience.
This program is a powerful program to make the operation of this aircraft as life-like as possible but it
will probably only apply to very serious simmers and not to the regular weekend simmers that just
wants to get airborne to enjoy the experience of the Dash8 Q400.

The Dash8 Q400 from Majestic Software is available in 3 different editions as the Pilot, the PRO and
the Training edition each with a set of features. The Pilot edition is the basic edition with the basic set
of features whereas the PRO edition has additional features and the Training edition has even more
features. The feature list is long but very schematic and easy to read and understand – the list can be
found of Majestic Software’s home page with direct link here below. The edition used for this test and
review is the PRO-edition.
http://majesticsoftware.com/mjc8q400/products.html

After the installation was completed I opened up Prepar3Dv4 and entered my virtual hangar to see if
the installation was successful – this it was and I immediately found the aircraft perfectly located as
follows:

Search Criteria:

Publisher  Majestic Software
Manufacturer  Bombardier
Type  MJC-8 Q400

There are just one model to be found and with a whopping 20 high quality liveries stretching from Air
Canada to SAS, Alaska Airline, Qantas etc. All liveries are uniquely represented in the virtual hangar
meaning that all liveries can be viewed in full with all specific details. That really does provide a
superb overview of the entire selection.
I found a slight impact on the loading time when selecting an aircraft and loading the flight. The impact
was close to none which is really nice since this is a rather ‘heavy’ aircraft featuring such a great
number of complex systems, textures, details etc.

External
I started my first flight as I normally do, by performing a pre-flight inspection walking a tour around
the entire aircraft to get an idea of the model, the realism, the textures etc. There is no pre-flight
inspection program to utilize while walking around the aircraft – that could have been an awesome
detail for the very serious simmer, but still I could of course do this on my own.
What I saw was indeed a very beautiful and certainly a very realistic rendition of the Bombardier
Dash8 Q400. The model features a huge number of specific detailing as e.g. the high T-tail, the engine
nacelles with the backward folding landing gear, the pointy nose with a rather small nose wheel and
high-wing design (wings placed on top of the fuselage). Actually when I saw this aircraft in real life
several years ago, I often wondered how safe it was to fly because it looks like the wings are so fragile
mounted onto the fuselage, but of course the aircraft is safe to fly!
The team at Majestic Software certainly had a great focus on creating the model as life-like as possible
and zooming in on the aircrafts landing gear I found that the wiring and hoses etc. are included and
nicely created. Also when zooming in on the engine nacelles, the wings and the fuselage I could see
that the structures was created nicely featuring the various metal plates mounted with rivets etc and this
just adds greatly to the overall impression of the aircraft – this is of course more detailing coming from
the textures which are multi-layer textures of good quality and which absolutely provides the aircraft
with a realistic touch.
The textures are very good quality (2048 x 2048) but I am however missing a bit of wear and tear on
the models external textures. All liveries are like brand new looking like the aircraft just came directly
off the assembly line and here I would have hoped for a bit of wear and tear or dirt or oil stains etc. to
add to the realism of an aircraft that has been in service for some years.
The aircraft model itself features a variety of animations as e.g. the control surfaces (rudder, elevator
and ailerons) together with flaps up/down, gear up/down, the suspension system, wheels rotating, nose
wheel turning when steering, the doors open/close, spoiler up/down etc. All animations are very well
created with a smooth and realistic motion. Actually the aircraft also features animated pilots which are
viewable from the outside of the aircraft – it seems that the pilots move according to the control inputs
from the simmer and not just randomly. Very nice detail!
There are also included various effect to the model as e.g. the lights and the propellers. The strobe and
wings light effects are very realistic with a soft and clear shine and of course with the correct colors
represented. The landing and taxi light effect is also very good quality with a realistic illumination of
the ground and with a very bright shine when viewed from the outside directly towards the lights.
The propeller effect is also nicely created and e.g. features a change in the angle of the propeller blades
when using the reverse-thrusters giving the propellers are thicker look.

Internal
Going into the aircraft I found a virtual cockpit, a virtual cabin and to my surprise I also found a
working 2D cockpit which I had not expected. Most addon aircrafts today does not feature the 2D
cockpit which was much more commonly created for FS9 / FSX aircrafts.
The virtual cockpit is really an awesome experience and when entering the cockpit I did feel like being
inside a real Q400 cockpit. The cockpit panel, the overhead, the pedestal etc. are all included and
beautifully created featuring an abundance of detailing and included systems, gauges etc.
On the cockpit panel I found all the LCDs both for the captain and the first officer, the landing gear
lever, the MCP and the various buttons etc. Also the lower main panel, the throttle quadrant and the
pedestal bay is perfectly created and fully operational. The overhead panel, the side panels with e.g. the
fuses as well as the HUD display for the captain are all included and perfectly integrated into the
cockpit environment providing a very realistic atmosphere.
The cockpit features a huge number of animations such as the various levers, the buttons and switches
as well as the controls (the control column and the rudder pedals) and other cockpit features as e.g. the
HUD to be activated/de-activated and an emergency exit in the ceiling that can be opened directly from
the cockpit - The animations are all created with a life-like and smooth motion that is in accordance to
real life and which adds to the created atmosphere
I believe that all switches and buttons etc. are operational meaning that they are all part of the complex
systems programming found in this add-on. I did not find any switch that did not do something and this
is absolutely awesome. I see that Majestic Software has certainly had a great focus on creating the
cockpit environment and systems as realistic as possible and so they have succeeded with great success.
Still looking around in the virtual cockpit I find that the cockpit has been created with a superb depth
performance (3D visual performance) and is also compatible with using e.g. a head-tracking device. I
did the test using first no head-tracking devise and afterwards the TrackerIR5.
The finish around gauges, instrumentation, displays etc. are super sharp and awesome, but I do miss a
bit of wear and tear. This aircraft looks like it just came off the assembly line which is nice, but to give
the cockpit and the experience a bit of character I do prefer some wear and tear here and there – maybe
some paint worn off on the control column or some stains or faded fabrics etc. That said, looking at the
throttle quadrant I did see that the engine levers as well as the prop levers did show worn off paint and
also did the curved edge of the throttle quadrant however, it was limited to only the throttle quadrant.
A virtual cabin is also included but it is rather low-medium quality both in regards to modeling as well
as to the textures and does not seem to be something that has had much focus. It is included and can
primarily be used for wing-views in my opinion.

Sound
The sound set included in this addon is a very complex sound set actually featuring several partial
sound sets. E.g. there is the sound set that covers the various stages of the engines rpms and another set
which covers the startup and shutdown of the engines. Furthermore you have the sound set covering the
clicks on the switches, the presses on the buttons and moving of the levers.
Additionally you have the complete environmental sound set with the chimes etc. and the sound sets
that covers the gear lowering/raising as well as the flaps etc. The sound quality is very good and very
realistic – I compared the engine sound set to various videos that I found on YouTube and found that
the resemblance was remarkable.
The engines sound has a deep and concentrated base with a higher pitch when throttling up the engines
and which is very well in accordance to real life sound files that I heard from the P&W150. When
activating the reverse thrusters the massive and famous roar from the 6-bladed twin engines really
comes alive and this experience was absolutely awesome and very realistic – it almost gave me the
chills on my back for being so realistic.
I tested the sound sets in both ordinary stereo mode, 2.1 with front speakers and an active sub together
with a full 7.1 surround sound setup. I found that the sound performed beautifully all around and that
there was a clear difference when listening to the sounds internally versus externally.

Flight Dynamics and Characteristics
One of the first things I noticed about this aircraft was when taxiing for my first flight; here I found that
I was unable to control the aircraft using the rudder pedals, meaning that I had to steer the aircraft using
the steering tiller instead – that was indeed a nice surprise and it gave me an extra experience of realism
and really set the bar starting high for this aircraft.
In general the aircraft is quite easy to handle on the ground – the throttles are very sensitive and so is
the steering tiller, so small adjustments are recommended. The wheel brakes are firm and are certainly
able to very quickly stop the aircraft if needed.
When taxiing please do remember to switch the spoiler-switch to taxi mode, otherwise the spoilers will
continuously activate depending on the throttles power level. This switch is found just over the primary
flight displays and features an auto-return to flight-mode when throttling up during takeoff.
Before lining up for the takeoff I also tested the reverse thrusters – they are very powerful and I love
that the propeller effect changes to indicate the change of the pitch of the propeller blades. Also the
sound set really gave me goose bumps with such a powerful, deep and realistic roar. When applying
reverse thrusters from a standstill I noticed that the aircraft started to go backwards – it seems realistic
that the reverse thrusters are so powerful but if it really is true to real life I cannot verify.
Performing the takeoff was not that difficult, I used the steering tiller to keep the aircraft on the
centerline until I reach about 50 knots and then I was perfectly able to make the necessary corrections
with the rudder pedals from there. I found no torque effect which I also didn’t expect to find since this
is a twin engine aircraft and the powerful engines made sure that I quickly got airborne.
Just after the wheels had lifted off I now felt how sensitive the aircraft really is and indeed how
sensitive the controls are. This aircraft is a high-winged aircraft with a small V-profile meaning that it
should be a very stable aircraft to fly – so I was a bit surprised about the sensitivity. Of course this was
a great and positive surprise because that really made me feel like I flew a real or close to real aircraft. I
would certainly recommend using the trims on this aircraft if you were to fly it on manual for a longer
period just to ease the work load.
During the flight I tested several performance specs to see if they were according to real life specs and
to what I would expect from this aircraft. I tested e.g. the service ceiling which is stated to be 27,000’
but to my surprise I reached 45,720’ which is nowhere in accordance to real life – I know the real life
specs are according to safety and probably not the real limit of the aircrafts performance, but the
difference was unfortunately huge.
I also tested the stall speeds with gear and flaps down versus gear and flaps up and my experience was
that the stall speeds did indeed change according to the configuration as it also should. As an example I

tested the stall speeds at 10,000’ first with wheels and flaps up which gave me pre-stall (the clicking
warning sound) at 134 knots and the ‘red’ warning at 129 knots whereas with gear and flaps down the
pre-stall came at 107 knots and the ‘red’ warning at 103 knots – this was excellent and very much in
accordance to real life.
Furthermore I also decided to test the stall behavior of this aircraft, which of course is something that
you would normally not experience flying this aircraft. Stalling the aircraft straight out only resulted in
a loss of altitude a bit faster than normal – nothing really serious and no real loss or impact on the
maneuvering capabilities.
Stalling the aircraft during a turn with 45 degree bank and 20 degree nose-up did impact the situation
negatively. The aircraft would start to drop altitude just as in the straight out stall and eventually the
wing would stall and throw the aircraft into a ‘wobbling’ state where the other wing would stall at even
the slightest correction to the ailerons. Recovery was however very easy, just lower the nose to gain
airspeed and proper airflow over the wings and you would quickly be back to normal flight-mode.
After the test of service ceiling and stall speeds/behavior I also tested the max IAS and found that I
could fly the aircraft to 280 knots which was okay, but at 281 knot I got the ‘red’ warning and at 286
knot the siren also activated – this is very well in accordance to real life.
The Dash8 Q400 also features a modern autopilot and this I also tested – there is not that much to say
about flying the aircraft on autopilot other that it is very similar as to fly the B737 using either the
Honeywell or the newer Rockwell Collins MCP together with the FMC which is much like a ‘lite’
version of the B737’s FMC.
However, flying the aircraft on manual was surely a great pleasure even though it demanded full focus,
a lot of trimming and at times was very stressful but the aircraft handles with such a smooth and
realistic motion which is not something that I have experienced in that many addon aircraft. This is
certainly a detail that has had great focus with the developers and I find it to be awesome!
Performing the approach and the landing you again do need to be focused and careful. First of all this
aircraft is a turboprop which do have a slight delay or reaction time on the engine rpms and furthermore
when throttling down you will experience a quick and impacted loss of lift mostly due to the location of
the engines and the wind flow over the wings. This means that I would not recommend throttling down
to idle before the wheels have touched down simply to prevent a hard or potential crash landing.
At touchdown the spoilers auto-activates when the reverse thrusters are applied which is true to real life
and that do remove some of the intense work load and stress that often are associated with a landing in
e.g. windy or even worse conditions.
I also noticed a few effects during flight which I did not see on ground performing the pre-flight
inspection and that was the nice and realistic wing-flex which just adds greatly to the realism of this

aircraft. The second effect was the superb icing effect which just was over-the-top and certainly a huge
plus in my experience of this aircraft – the icing effect is visualized on the windows, on the spinner of
the propellers, on the leading edge of the wings and also on the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer
(the tail). To top this off also the flight controls are affected by the icing so this is really something that
you need to be aware of when flying this addon. Absolutely superb!
An extra detail that I found was that through the MCDU, you could actually make some default
passenger announcements by playing the included sound-files. There are in total 9 different sound files
covering ‘Boarding, Welcome, Safety, Seatbelts for departure, Seatbelts fasten, Cruise, Approach,
Fasten seatbelts for landing’ and ‘After-landing’. This is certainly a useful detail that absolutely adds to
the experience of the flight and to the atmosphere created in the cockpit environment.

Conclusion
To summarize my experience of the Dash8 Q400 created by Majestic Software, then this is one of the
most realistic aircraft that I have tested for flight simulation. There are always room for improvements
but in general this aircraft is awesome.
The model is outstanding and very realistic featuring superbly many and realistic details, high quality
modeling, high quality multi-layer textures and a great focus on creating the aircraft as life-like as
possible.
The internal part of the addon features a well and useful 2D panel, a low-medium quality virtual cabin
and certainly a high quality virtual cockpit. The virtual cockpit features integrated and working
systems, high quality gauges, high quality glass cockpit, lots of animations, lots of detailing, awesome
depth performance and super sharp finish and high quality multi-layer textures showing a bit of wear
and tear.
The sound set is complete and features all environmental sounds including announcements together
with a full scale engine sound set from startup to shutdown and at all rpm settings. The sound set works
beautifully and is very well in accordance to real life.
Flight performance is super smooth and do require the pilot to fly the aircraft at all times and to the best
of my knowledge the flight performance is very realistic.
If you like flying medium size commercial airliners or just turboprop aircrafts, then this addon is
certainly an addon I will recommend. The aircraft is very complex but also at the same time you can
get airborne right away due to the possibilities in the control panel, so it do apply for several segments
within the flight simulation community.
The addon scored a beautiful 4.91 out of 5 and was absolutely an awesome and very interesting
experience to test. I would like to thank the team at Majestic Software to contribute to the flightsim
community with such a great, complex and detailed aircraft. Keep up the excellent work!
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Windows 10 (64-bit)
Windows 7 (32-bit) (secondary system)
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
Prepar3D v4+
XPlane 11
FSX + Acceleration Pack
REX Overdrive for FSX

